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Nuisance Beaver Protocol 
 

1) Those trappers that wish to trap nuisance beaver on their own trapline must: 
a. Check the nuisance beaver box on their end of season report 
b. Complete the FIPPA form and return to MNRF (or Deanna ) for submission  
c. Contact Patti at MNRF to put their name and contact information on the Term Agent list 
d. Indicate to her that they wish to trap nuisance and if they are willing to do nuisance on 

other areas 
2) Patti will create a list and map of traplines and associated trapper for that area  
3) For those traplines that do not have an interested trapper, Patti will assign a Term Agent to 

those areas with the contact person for that area, and a second contact (if the primary contact 
person does not reply within 24 hours) 

4) If you have signed up as a Term Agent, you will be the first contact and have 24 hours to reply. 
5) If you do not reply within 24 hours, the next Term Agent assigned to cover that area will be 

contacted to respond. 
6) Once the nuisance beaver(s) have been trapped, the number removed (by trapline for those 

Term Agents on another trapline area), will be reported to Patti in a season end report, and she 
will ensure the 01 trapper is notified of the number of beaver removed.  

7) Forestry companies must contact the MNRF to determine the Term Agent to contact and cannot 
dispatch the nuisance themselves.  

a. They will contact the primary Term Agent for that area, if they do not receive a response 
in 24 hours, the secondary Term Agent will be contacted.  

 
 
Contact information: 
Patti Westerman 
Fish and Wildlife Technical Specialist 
MNRF Nipigon District 
Wadsworth Dr.  
Nipigon, ON  
807-887-5027 | patti.westerman@ontario.ca 
 
Deanna Hoffman 
Secretary/Treasurer 
Greenstone District Trappers Council 
104 Pine St. Box 804 
Longlac, ON 
P0T 2A0 
807-876-2936 
greenstonetrappers@hotmail.ca 
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